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In the Land of Revelation
Dante
You illuminate my words, an inspirer, on the roads of hell.
I read your epic
Holding on my shoulders the burdens of another hell,
In a country where Divine Revelation chose
To visit in bullets and blades.
Dante,
My hell is inside me
Exploding the language of the here and now,
Flames rise to illuminate the roads of exile.
Dante,
I do not see animals in the forests now,
Just dolls stuffed with ideas,
ideas that vanish like steam.
Dante,
I put your book aside
And travel in its message to me
On the roads of another hell.
from a hell in which five rivers flow,
I came.
Every river has a story to tell:
The first flows from invisible wounds,
The second flows from sorrows
And slides on the cheeks of earth as tears.
The third emanates from the shouts of the crowds
hitting the walls of indifferent cities.
The fourth comes from desperate prayers
Knocking, in vain, the gates of heavens,
The fifth is a river of dead words
In whose waters poets look at their dissipating faces.

Under collapsing roofs
From their rubble black clouds rise,
Expanding a sky for mourning,
In sudden flashes,
From which lights emanate and illuminate the roads for funerals,
On a ground stained with blood that colors waters
My hell is located…
It is not a story, neither metaphors, or fantasies
That gesture in the darkness of imagination.
I do not need a guide with me in it.
It is not a separated world
As in the language of the Koran or the Bible
It nests in the cells of cities and their defeated souls.
It is:
In the carnage of children
In the bruises of corpses
In red prayers glowing around coffins
In chests of young men hanging from the rooms’ ceilings
With bullets’ holes.
In the oldest inhabited city in the world
On the oldest shores,
Hell throws its seeds:
Trees of flame grow
Clouds of flame rain
Rivers of acid flow
Animals of flame wander.
Here,
In the city of big shoulders,
The city of the poet who visited hell
And returned from it many times,
The city of the cow that made a hell
we cannot sleep
Because hell opens its gates in our dreams
Swings in the chandeliers of wakefulness
Shines in the lights when we look from windows,
In the sun, moon and stars

Not because it is comprehensive and crossing-borders
But because it is in small details
As in big ones,
Because hell which chases us
Made our imaginations and ideas,
Inhabited our eyes
And in the depths of our souls
Its rivers roar.
I hear it crackling
In the exiled color of the skin
In the hand that begs
In the down casted eyes
In the distracted looks
In the cries of the sick behind walls
In the aborted dreams of the mobile beds
In hearts pulsing in loneliness
Their beats are resonating bells
Hanging in the dome of emptiness.
In cities that do not see in their mirrors
Anything except their momentary paradise.
Without bags or clothes
We leave,
We go out of the car into the grave
Or the borders’ tent,
The boat of escaping to other beaches
Turn down and we swim losing direction.
We swallow the bait,
snatched out of our monotonous life
And thrown, without desire, in the basket
Of exile.
Oh heavenly farce,
The farce of hatreds,
Where hell is manufactured
Paradise is manufactured
Where hell is a prison
paradise is a prison
and words lose their taste

and rhythms are lost in
our blood.
My hell is forked
Its streets and cities are numerous
Its villages scattered
Since I gained consciousness
I was burned by its fire to charcoal
I was resurrected more than once with a new skin
I saw the sadistic eyes of God,
I saw my friends over its embers
with their poems sweating
A fire that illuminates the roads of the beginnings
Where the steps keep moving without reaching
And the body remains happy despite despair.
Oh hell
In your name I announce my story
With your vocabulary
I make a poem for the future
A necklace of words that
Plants hope
I hang around the neck of time.
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